In Memoriam

Fong Wan-Loong, Lawrence (方雲龍)
(April 10, 1943 – April 19, 2018)

Studied at Wah Yan College, Kowloon, 1954-1961

A.

Years at Wah Yan College, Kowloon, 1954-1961
P6D - 1954-1955
F1D - 1955-1956
F2D - 1956-1957
F3D - 1957-1958

F3D - 1958-1959
F4D - 1959-1960
F5D - 1960-1961

B. Class Photos and Class Lists, a Selection

P6D, 1954-1955 – 2nd row from bottom – 2nd right

F1D, 1955-1956 – class list

F2D, 1956-1957 – 2nd row from top – 1st right

F3D, 1957-1958 – 2nd row from bottom – 4th left

F3D, 1957-1958 – class list

F3D, 1958-1959 – 2nd row from top – 1st right

F3D, 1958-1959 – class list

F4D, 1959-1960 – 2nd row from top – 1st left

F5D, 1960-1961 – seated - 1st right

F5D, 1960-1961 – class list

C.

Extra-Curricular Activities -- from The Shield

C1. Drama

1958-1959 - In charge of special effects

C2.

Life-saving

1960-1961 – Life Saving Examination Award

D.

Photographs

D1. Gatherings in Hong Kong, 1960s

1961 – Graduation dinner – 5th left

1962 – Chan Yiu-Man & Bobby Chen’s Departure - 1st right

D2. Gatherings in Fresno, California, 1960s

Lawrence inside the car

Lawrence, 2nd left

D3.

Gatherings in the New Millennium

2004 Hong Kong dinner gathering – seated – 3rd left

2005 Toronto reunion – BBQ party at Peter Wong’s – top row, 3rd left

2005 Toronto reunion – Gala dinner

2005 Toronto reunion – Gala dinner – 1st left

2005 Toronto reunion – Gala dinner – top row, 2nd right

E. His Publication (from Amazon.com)

Translation of the above:
Value Limitation and Valuation of Currency Options (Series of the Institute for
Money and Capital Transactions of the University of Hamburg) (German Edition)
(English) Perfect Paperback - 15 Sept 1996 by Lawrence W. Fong (Author).
Traditionally, trading in major foreign currencies has three related markets: the
Euro money market, the foreign exchange spot market and the forward foreign
exchange market. Due to the activities of arbitrageurs, these markets are

interconnected; the equilibrium condition between these markets is known. With
the introduction of currency options, a fourth market, the currency options market,
is added. In the new market constellation, the pricing process is more complicated:
the participants in each of these markets are hedgers, speculators, traders, market
makers and arbitrageurs. Each of them also affects the prices in the other markets.
It is therefore necessary for every market participant in the foreign exchange
options market to be aware of the "value" of the option concerned. This paper
deals with the “values” of currency options from the point of view of an arbitrage
trader, taking into account various types of options or types.
About the Author
Dr. Lawrence W. Fong, a native of China, is a US citizen. He studied chemistry at
California State University San Diego and business administration from Stanford
University in Palo Alto. With the work presented here he received his doctorate
from the University of Hamburg. He works in the field.
Each market participant in the currency options market needs to be aware of the
"value" of the option concerned. This work deals with the values of currency
options from the perspective of an arbitrageur.

F. Remembering Lawrence - from James S L Fong and
Classmates
**********************
James Fong Sue-Loong (方兆龍) (also WYK, brother of Lawrence) wrote
(2018-05-17):
Dear Harry and Wah Yan College-Kowloon class of '61
It is with great sadness that I have to inform you all of the passing of my brother
Lawrence Wan Loong Fong (方雲龍). He was diagnosed with Lung Cancer albeit
a non-smoker two months ago.
Larry underwent genetic and molecular testing and was given a very optimistic
prognosis due to the availability of new targeted therapy for his tumor profile.
Unfortunately a possible blood clot got the best of him while he was asleep and he
passed away peacefully.
Larry had achieved a lot in his lifetime. After Wah Yan he went on to obtain a
chemical engineering degree from University of California and subsequently
worked in integrated circuits back in the sixties. He was truly one of those semi
conductor trail blazers.
He then went on to Stanford University and obtained his MBA and moved on to
worked for Citi Bank in their International Division as a Comptroller.
Not satisfied with what he had achieved, he decided to go to Germany and studied
economics at the University of Hamburg. He wrote his PhD thesis on derivatives
trading, all in German. That was right around the time of the Barings Bank fiasco
in Singapore. Consequently that was a lot of interest in the area of derivatives and
his thesis was published into a book.
Throughout his life, he maintained his humility and was always humble about his
achievements.
He talked often of his days in Wah Yan and of his classmates. Many of whom he
continuously maintained contact. I could not be more proud of him as my brother
and I thank all of you for his fond interactions with you during those yester-years.
James Fong Sue-Loong (方兆龍)

**********************
Harry Aitken (1961) wrote (2018-05-17):
It is with a heavy heart and the greatest sadness that I forward this message, and
would be grateful if you would disseminate to the 61 Grad.
Lawrence was a dear friend and classmate / schoolmate to all of us.
May he rest in peace.
**********************
Wong Hin-Shing (1961) wrote (2018-05-17):
My deepest condolences to the Fong Family.
It's a great shock to me too, as Lawrence over the years always phoned and chatted
with me. He was always concerned about my health, but I worried about his
health also, as we shared many of the same ailments.
I have indeed lost a very good friend!
May he rest in peace!
**********************
Wong Hin-Shing (1961) wrote (2018-05-17):
Lawrence was originally in my elder brother Hin-Nang's classes (F1D, F2D, and
F3D) but repeated F3. His classes as a '61 Grad were F3D, F4D, and F5D.
**********************
Yu Fong-ying (1961) wrote (2018-05-17):
Thanks, Hing-shing for the information about Wan-loong. I was not in any classes
with him in the school days. I remember the name, and in those days, sometimes
confused his name with that of Fong Wang-bun. My loss. For what a remarkable
and illustrious life he led. It just goes to show how students in WYK who might
not be top while in school, given the chance, would shine and did, as he did so

impressively. I was particularly touched by his ringing old classmates every now
and then.
May he rest in peace.
**********************
Francis Kung (1961) wrote (2018-05-17):
I am shocked and saddened to hear the news.
Lawrence was with me in the same classes in Wah Yan for several years so we
saw each other almost every day then. I can still vividly remember his style and
his cheerfulness. We met again in Hong Kong some years ago and I dearly
treasure those memories.
May he rest in peace.
**********************
Sonny Sie (1960) wrote (2018-05-17):
Just received the sad news that Fong Wan Loong has passed away recently.
Please advise other 61 grads who know him.
(From Wong Hin-Shing: Thanks, Sonny, for letting us '61 Grads know.)
**********************
Chan Doming (1961) wrote (2018-05-17):
I remember Fong Wun Lung well. But lost contact with him entirely after
graduating.
Life is short. Let us make the best of our time and not waste it.
**********************
Chan Doming (1961) wrote (2018-05-17):
Fong Wan Lung was in my classes. He’s short but smart. But I had no idea that
he was such a scientist.

Fong went on to become such an illustrious scientist.
**********************
York Chen (1962) wrote (2018-05-18):
I reacquainted with Fong Wan Lung in our 2005 reunion in Toronto (after hearing
his Fresno stories from Ri Li, Chan Yiu man and Andrew Man in our years in
Indiana U).
Fong W L was particularly concerned with his mother’s well being while living
near St Louis. At one time he seriously considered taking his mother to Shenzhen
for affordable care. Later his sister-in-law arranged good care of his mother and
the Shenzhen plan was abandoned.
His early passing away surprised me as he seems to be healthy.
May he RIP
**********************
Richard Li (1961) wrote (2018-05-18):
方雲龍's sad news shocked and saddened me. I used to receive tel calls from him
now and then. But this didn't happen in the last few years and I was just wondering
what had happened to him.
His cheerful character is so vivid in my mind and the happy and funny times we
had together in Fresno, with 麥偉基, 陳耀民 and 文仲强 etc was just like matter
of last year. One time, he betted with us that he could finish a whole gallon of ice
cream by himself. Of course he couldn't finish it in spite of using tricks to cheat us.
Eventually he lost the bet and had to pay for the ice cream in full. I cherish those
good old times very much.
Not much to add except to say that he is sorely missed. May he rest in peace.
**********************
Andrew Man (1961) wrote (2018-05-18):
I agree with Richard completely. We really do miss his cheerful character. Those
were the good old days. May he rest in peace.

**********************
Claudius Seh (1961) wrote (2018-05-18):
(To James Fong, brother of Lawrence)
It is with a heavy heart to learn that Lawrence has passed away. Your brother is a
good friend, classmate, and schoolmate of mine. He will be dearly missed by all
of us Wah Yan class of ‘61!
My deepest condolences to you and to your family.
May he rest in peace!
**********************
Harry Aitken (1961) wrote (2018-05-19):
During our Wah Yan days, when especially those of you in the "A" class were
concentrating on your studies, Lawrence and a few others, including myself, were
busy partying and chasing girls. Clement Ching Yat Biu was the culprit who led us
all astray.
My vivid memory of Fong Wan Loong was on the occasion of my visit to LA in
the late 60's, when he was working and living in San Diego, he drove all the way
to LA to pick me up at the airport, but had to take a nap to break the journey. He
overslept and almost missed me. We drove all the way to San Francisco, and on
our return journey, his car broke down in Oakland, and needed a replacement
differential. It being an ancient luxury car of Buick make, probably manufactured
in the 50's or perhaps even in the 40's, the car parts were obsolete. Nevertheless,
we found a junk yard, and after much search, located a Buick of similar model,
make and year; had it cut up, and bought the differential for U$20. To make up for
lost time, we had to drive all night back to San Diego, arriving at about 6 am, just
in time for Lawrence to get ready to work.
Being the eldest son in the family, he was particularly concerned about the well
being of his parents, especially during their latter years in life. He moved to St.
Louis with them to be near to James, his younger brother and his family. Being
absolutely selfless, Lawrence made a personal sacrifice and commitment to look
after his parents up to the very end of their journey in this world. He laid their
ashes at their place of origin in China, and flew to and fro to visit their resting
place. This is, to my mind, the uphold of the value of our Chinese tradition of
"honoring ones parents" in the highest order.

Lawrence has been a true and loyal friend. May he rest in peace.
Our hearts and prayers go out to James, not only for losing his brother, but also
losing his beloved wife last year.
**********************
Chan Chi-Kong (Joseph) (1961) wrote (2018-05-19):
Lawrence's leaving us is really sad and shocking. I remember very well the
interesting and happy days studying with him in Fresno, California. He was
always creative and daring in trying new things. We met again in Hong Kong
some ten years ago when he was contemplating starting some business in
Mainland China. I was happy to have the possibility of seeing him more often
again, until he had to change his mind because of his mother's health. It is really
saddening to learn that he has already left us.
My deepest condolences to his family. May Lawrence rest in peace.
**********************
Stephen Kong (1962) wrote (2018-05-20; 2018-05-21):
Roland and Lawrence were classmates at Stanford. For the last several years,
Lawrence stayed at Roland's home in San Francisco every time Lawrence going to
Hong Kong or China. I was not a regular Stanford student but was classmate of
Lawrence while we were in Wah Yan. Lawrence and I were close friends after
Wah Yan days. We started working in Union Carbide Semiconductor Division in
San Diego back in the late '60s for about two years. Every time Lawrence stopped
by San Francisco, I drove to Roland's home in San Francisco and met with
Lawrence.
Lawrence had bigger ambitions. Wanting more than just being an engineer, he
tried very hard and finally got admitted by Stanford U in Palo Alto for his MBA
program. That was a short parting for Lawrence and me. Then it was my move to
the Bay Area. In pursuit of a new technology, I joined National Semi in Santa
Clara. In the Bay Area, Lawrence and I met again but parted again after his
acquiring his MBA degree and starting to work in the financial banks. Lawrence
left for Europe, still working in Citi Banks and also went to Germany to get his
PhD degree. There he stayed for years and enjoying his work as a professional
business writer. Lawrence finally retired and moved back to the States and united
with his parents and his brother and family.

Several years ago, Lawrence got my contact address from Hin-Shing. One day, he
called me and showed up and this time our meeting lasted a life time. This is the
story of Lawrence and my meetings.
**********************
Patrick Chang (1961) wrote (2018-05-20):
I am so saddened with the news that our friend Lawrence had passed away. I met
him in New York City in the late '70s. We went out to dinner and I was with my
wife and he was with his date. We had a good time. I started to ask his date
where did she grow up. I think she told me she was born in China but later moved
to France. I suddenly had a special insight and I asked her if her surname was Ma
and if her brother played music. She told me her surname was indeed Ma and her
brother was Yo-Yo Ma.
**********************
Leonard Leung (1961) wrote (2018-05-20):
My deepest condolences for the family of Fong Wan Loong.
May him Rest In Peace!
**********************
Hui Tak-Cheung (1961) wrote (2018-05-22):
I remember Lawrence. We never met at school. However, we shared the same
table at our 2005 Toronto reunion dinner and had a wonderful little chat. I was
impressed by his vast knowledge in different topics and his ability to learn and
excel in German.
It is so unfortunate that he suffered from a fatal blood clot. We will all miss him.
**********************
Leonard Leung (1961) wrote (2018-05-22):
I had a vague memory that I might have been in the same class as Lawrence.
When I saw from Hin-shing's list that he was in Form 4D, things were getting back
in shape.

I returned to continue my study in Wah Yan after a prolonged illness. Because I
wanted to rebuild my confidence for study, I requested Father Dargan, then
Headmaster, to allow me to repeat Form 4. He was so nice to grant my request. I
was placed in 4D under Mr Wilkinson, the scholar. I was flattered when he asked
me to be the class librarian because he wanted us to read many of his kept books,
many of those were cowboy stories. He must have been pondering to be one of
those dead shot Western cowboys. My classmates in 4D were very helpful and
none refused to help at my first request. Lawrence was one of them. And ‘nan
man’ was another so long as the memory holds on.
I was still pretty weak by that time and I thought swimming might do me good. I
learned that Lawrence was a good swimmer and asked him whether he would
teach me. He agreed immediately and he took me to 麗池 where he had
membership. He is a good teacher and I owe him much for being able to swim.
He never uttered a word that he was being bored. I forgot how many times I went
there with him. He taught me purely to help not thinking of anything in return.
There he did not swim but just rehearsed again and again for his back jump into
the water. Maybe that was his way to smooth out his boredom. When I got to 5A
the next year we did not have the chance to meet. We did not meet afterwards and
even during our Wah Yan class anniversary reunions, I had the memory behind
and did not get to meet with him. If I could have foretold of his passing away I
would have done so. I respect him much, especially to get a doctorate with an
entirely new language. Compared to him, I look so small and backward. I even
forgot much of my mother language, Chinese. ‘馬仔’ is now possibly shaking his
head at me ‘above ‘
May Lawrence Rest In Peace!
**********************
James Fong (brother of Lawrence) wrote (2018-05-22):
Indeed, Larry was a very good swimmer. He was also a member of Wah Yan's
life guard team and I still have his terrycloth T shirt with "Wah Yan Life Guard"
insignia printed on it.
**********************

(This In Memoriam was compiled by Wong Hin-shing with the assistance of
Yu Fong-ying, May 22, 2018.)

